
Purpose: We are introducing a method to quantify the balance function in mouse with unilaterally damaged vestibular organ. The

findings of this method were previously described in 1987 and were used to confirm the acute deficient status of rodents with

unilateral or bilateral vestibular dysfunction. The method named as Tail-Hanging Test (THT) could be the useful method to test mostly

vestibular system by confusing the somatosensory system and obstructing the visual input as like as like as posturography in human

study. 

Materials and Methods: Fifteen mice underwent unilateral labyrinthectomy and five mice of control group underwent sham

operation. After the surgery, the tail of mouse was fixed at the experiment stand and spinning motion was recorded at postoperative

24, 72, and 144 hours. In control group, recording was done at 24 hours. The recorded images were processed with the digital-

video-based tracking system using image subtraction technique. Several numerical parameters were compared among different

postoperative periods and control group. 

Results: Minimum angle (MA), mean angle changing velocity (MACV) and mean spinning velocity (MSV) showed the equal

variance (p < 0.05, Bartlett’s test) and study group showed statistically different result from those of control group (p < 0.05, ANOVA),

which means that these three parameters can be indicators to distinguish the normal mouse from the mouse with significant

vestibular damage. The results about MA and maximum spinning width (MSW) among three different periods showed the statistically

significant difference with equal variance (p < 0.05, ANOVA, Bartlett’s test), and it suggests two parameters reflects vestibular

compensation depending on the elapsed times after the unilateral damage to the vestibular system. 

Conclusion: We successfully quantified the balance function in animal. It will be helpful & easy to estimate vestibular function and

compensation status at laboratory. MA of THT could be used for evaluation of vestibular damage and compensation of it

simultaneously. 
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Introduction

The vestibular system plays an important role in

detecting the motion of head-in-space and in turn,

produces reflexes crucial for the normal behaviors of

vertebrates, such as stabilizing the visual axis and

maintaining the head and body postures.[1, 2] In animal

model for vestibular dysfunction, several well-known

methods using vestibular reflex have been introduced

as a useful marker to determine the severity of

vestibular damage and the grade of central

compensation. To estimate vestibular dysfunction on

vestibule -ocular reflex (VOR), spontaneous

nystagmus or VOR during sinusoidal rotation by

search-coil method or videonystagmography have

been used in animal model.[3-5] In term of vestibulo-

spinal reflex (VSR) of animal research, there is

measuring method like head-tilt degree at static

status.[5] But there could be some timing difference
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between VOR and VSR in a view point of

compensation.[6-8] Observing the behaviors of animal,

circling, rearing, and several body angles (cranio-

cevical, cervico-thoracic and thoraco-lumbar angle)

were utilized as behavioral parameters showing

dynamic vestibular deficits.[2]

In 1987, Hunt et al. described that animal rotates along

the longitudinal axis of the body when lifted by the tail

in unilateral labyrinthectomy model. And then animal

bends ventrally and crawls up toward its tail when

lifted by tail in bilateral labyrinthectomy model.[9] We

named these interest findings as “Tail-Hanging Test”

(THT) and they have been informally used to only

determine the acute status of animal model with

unilateral and bilateral vestibular dysfunction in

animal experiments. We tried to quantify the results of

THT using numerical parameters and to find change

and difference between the parameters according to

the time elapsed after the unilateral labyrinthectomy in

mouse model.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Twenty C57BL/6 mice (male, 15 mice in study group,

male, 5 mice in control group, Narabiotec, Seoul,

Korea) aged 10-12 weeks and weighing 18-25 g were

used in this study and were treated in accordance with

the animal use guidelines of Gachon University

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Animals were housed under 14:10 day and night cycle

in 100 lux and dark room in which temperature was

kept at 23°C, humidity at 40%, and noise level under

50dB. 

Surgical labyrinthectomy and sham operation 

In study group, mice were anesthetized by inhalation

with isoflurane gas (Aerane, O2 5L/min, 2.0, Ilsung

Pharm.co, Seoul, Korea). Labyrinthectomy was

operated on: incision at the posterior portion of left

auricle, about 0.5 cm behind the auricular sulcus,

identification of the horizontal and posterior

semicircular canal, drilling of the horizontal

semicircular canal to make a hole, confirmation of

perilymph leakage and suction out, opening the

vesitibular lateral wall, and filling the hole with

collagen (Helitene, Intergra Life Sciences Co., New

Jersy, USA) to prevent the closer of opening and to

close the incision wound. In control group, undergoing

sham operation, procedure consisted of the same sized

incision at the left retroauricular area and closure of

the wound. 

Tail-Hanging Test

Authors manufactured an experiment stand. Posterior

wall, left lateral wall and superior wall were treated

with white foam board (HF, 1T, 600×900 mm, Hyunjin

art, Goyang, Korea). The bar for fixing tail was also

finished as white with the white stickling plaster. From

anterior and right lateral directions, two infrared video

cameras (Pleomax PWC-2200 web cam ,Samsung,

Seoul, Korea) were established about 30 cm away

from mouse body to capture the image including the

whole length from tail end to snout at full resting

position. The experiment stand was kept on horizontal

plane as much as possible (Figure 1). Captured images

were stored for data analysis in laptop computer,

which has IBM compatible mobile CPU 1.5 GHz, 1.00

GB RAM and Windows® XP (service pack 3). The

capture setting of video camera was as follows;

Black/White mode was used, the flicker frequency of

frame was adjusted to 60 Hz, the value of gamma,

contrast and brightness was set respectively at 0.07,

1.13 and 0, white balance and USB bandwidth were

applied as automode, video capture resolution was

adjusted to 800 x 600, frame rate was 30

frames/second, recording time was limited to 20

seconds, and video file was saved as *.avi file. Testing

environment remained under the following constant

conditions; room temperature was about 25°C,

Figure 1. The experiment stand for the Tail-Hanging Test and

recording the movement.



humidity was about 30% in room air, light provided an

illumination of 90 lux and environmental noise was

kept under 50dB. In study group, the movement of

mice during THT was recorded at postoperative 24, 72

and 144 hours. About 1cm length of tail end was fixed

at the experiment stand using the white stickling

plaster. To prevent the visual input, eyeball was treated

with terramycin ophthalmic ointment (Terramycin eye

ointment®, Pfizer Pharm. Korea, Seoul, Korea) only at

the testing periods. At each testing, body rotation was

recorded three times repeatedly and each recording

was carried out at interval of at least fifteen minutes to

exclude the exhaustion. Based on the findings

observed, mouse labyrinthectomized on left side

always turned clockwise along the longitudinal axis of

the body when lifted by tail. In control group, same

testing protocol was applied at postoperative 24 hours.

Tracking of coordinates (x, y) and imaging processing

Visual Studio 6.0 and Open CV v1.0 (Microsoft®,

Redmond, WA, USA) were used as programming

tools. The basis of the tracking algorithm is the image

subtraction of a reference video frame from subsequent

video frames containing a moving object. Authors will

consider tracking in a digital video recording with each

pixel value representing a brightness level ranging

from black (0) to white (255). We denote the frame

being analyzed I and the background reference B, with

I and B being matrices whose elements are pixel

values. Then an image for analysis, A, can be

computed by subtracting I and B:

A = |I - B| 

With this new image, A, the threshold technique can be

used (Figure. 2. A, B).  

Tracking and imaging processing was followed as, (1)

A captured RGB image (horizontal x vertical, 320 x

240 pixels) is transformed into gray image. (2) All

pixels of gray image has its own value between 0

(black) and 255 (white) according to the value of

brightness. (3) By the threshold technique using the

threshold value of 210, the first binary image was

taken to determine the coordinate of tail end after the

pixels of value below 210 were processed as white

(255) and the pixels of value above 210 as black (0)

(Figure.2. A). (4) By threshold technique using the

threshold value of 80, the second binary image was

taken to determine the coordinates of snout and the

contact portion between tail and body after the pixels

of value below 80 were processed as white (255) and

the pixels of value above 80 as black (0) (Figure 2. B).

(5) In quadrant area including only the tail end

(horizontal x vertical, 80~240 x 50 pixels), the selected

area is scanned using the image of Figure 2. A and the

pixel value of 255 is stored as the coordinate of tail end

(TC) (Figure.2.  C). (6) Using the image of Figure 2. B,

image of mouse body is scanned from the top to the

bottom of body contour. The first and the last pixel

value of 255 are stored selectively as the coordinate of

the contact portion between tail and body (CC), and

the coordinate of snout (SC) (Figure 2. D). (7) The

values of three coordinates (SC, CC, TC) of one frame

(1/30 second @ 1 frame), are calculated and are stored.

And the coordinates’ values of the next frame are

stored, and the several parameters like angle, moving

distance, rotating velocity, length et al. were calculated

using the two different values of three each coordinate

from before and next frames.

Statistical analysis

ANOVA test was used to compare the achieved results

of 24, 72 and 144 hours period within the study group.

ANOVA test was also used to compare the achieved

results of 24, 72, 144 hours period and control group.

The results were expressed in graph using Prism® 4 for

windows (Graphpad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA,

USA). The Bartlett’s test was used to determine the

equal variance of achieved parameters. Statistical

analysis was performed using a commercially

available statistical software package (SPSS Version

12.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical

significance was accepted at a confidence level of 5%.

Results

Angle (Minimum angle, Mean angle changing

velocity)

Angle is defined as the degree being formed between

tail and body during the rotation of mouse. Two

parameters about angle were analyzed. Minimum

angle (degree, MA) is the lowest value of angle during

total rotation of 20 seconds (Figure 3. A). The

measured values of 24 hours, 72 hours and 144 hours

period showed the equal variance (p = 0.0461) and

there was statistically significant difference among the
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Figure. 2. Imaging processing and determining of three coordinates using two binary images. (A) First binary image by threshold value of 210.

(B) Second binary image by threshold value of 80. (C) Within the quadrant area including only tail end, the coordinate of tail end (TC) is

determined. (D) The coordinates of the contact portion between tail and body (CC), and the coordinate of snout (SC) are determined. 

Figure 3. Photographs explaining the measured parameters during Tail-Hanging Test. (A) Angle formed between tail and body during

rotation. (B) Spinning width (pixels, 1cm ≅ 30 pixels) between the snout’s coordinates of the far right and left sides. (C) Spinning velocity is

the number of pixels between the coordinates of moving snout from two serial frames (1 frame ≅ 1/30 second). (D) Mouse length (pixels, 1cm

≅ 30 pixels) between the end of tail and the snout. (E) Maximum mouse length at resting. (F) Mouse length at minimum angle.

 

 



results of three different periods (p = 0.0024) (Figure 4).

The measured values of 24, 72, 144 hours period and

sham operation showed the equal variance (p = 0.0113)

and there was also statistically significant difference

between the results of study and control group (p =

0.0113) (Figure 4). Mean angle changing velocity

(degree/30s, MACV) is the change of angle between

two serial frames (1/30 second). The mean value of

these angle changing velocities during 20 seconds is

defined as MACV. The measured values of 24 hours,

72 hours and 144 hours period showed the equal

variance (p = 0.0009) but there was no statistically

significant difference among the results of three

different periods (p = 0.3457) (Figure 5). The

measured values of 24 hours, 72 hours, 144 hours

period and sham operation showed the equal variance

(p = 0.0006) and there was statistically significant

difference between the results of study and control

group (p = 0.0002) (Figure 5).

Spinning width (Maximum spinning width, Total

spinning width)

Spinning width is defined as the width (pixels, 1cm @

30 pixels) between the snout’s coordinates (SC) of the

far right and left sides. Two parameters about width

were analyzed (Figure 3. B). Maximum spinning width

(pixel, MSW) is the largest value of spin width during

rotation. The measured values of 24 hours, 72 hours

and 144 hours period showed the equal variance (p =

0.0481) and there was statistically significant

difference among the results of three different periods

(p = 0.0055) (Figure 6). The measured values of 24

hours, 72 hours, 144 hours period and sham operation

didn’t show the equal variance (p = 0.0955) and there

was statistically significant difference between the

results of study and control group (p = 0.0069) (Figure

6). Total spinning width is the sum of spin width

during 20 seconds. The measured values of 24 hours,

72 hours and 144 hours period didn’t show the equal

variance (p = 0.7563) and there was no statistically

significant difference among the results of three

different periods (p = 0.6894) (Figure 7). The

measured values of 24 hours, 72 hours, 144 hours

period and sham operation showed the equal variance

(p = 0.0029) but there was no statistically significant

difference between the results of study and control

group (p = 0.2686) (Figure 7). 

Spinning velocity (Mean spinning velocity)

Spinning velocity is the number of pixels between the

coordinates of moving snout from two serial frames.

Mean spinning velocity (degree/30s, MSV) is the

mean value of these values during total 20 seconds

(Figure 3. C). The measured values of 24 hours, 72

hours and 144 hours period didn’t show the equal
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variance (p = 0.7188) and there was no statistically

significant difference among the results of three

different periods (p = 0.9533) (Figure 8). The

measured values of 24 hours, 72 hours, 144 hours

period and sham operation showed the equal variance

(p = 0.0063) and there was statistically significant

difference between the results of study and control

group (p = 0.0370) (Figure 8).

Mouse length (Length ratio)

Mouse length is the length (pixels, 1cm @ 30 pixels)

between end of tail and snout. Maximum mouse length

is the longest value of mouse length at resting state

(Figure 3. D). Length ratio is defined as mouse length

at the minimum angle / maximum mouse length during

rotation (Figure 3. E, F). The measured values of 24

hours, 72 hours and 144 hours period showed the equal

variance (p = 0.0388) but there was no statistically

significant difference among the results of three

different periods (p = 0.4052) (Figure 9). The

measured values of 24 hours, 72 hours, 144 hours

period and sham operation showed the equal variance

(p = 0.0252) but there was no statistically significant

difference between the results of study and control

group (p = 0.4534) (Figure 9).

Discussions

In animal and human, posture is controlled by visual,

somatosensorial and vestibular inputs, which are

integrated in the vestibular nucleus. In turn,

locomotion & posture center selects and adjusts

muscle and contractile patterns, and finally generates

dynamic and static body movement.[10] From previous

studies for animal model with vestibular dysfunction,

nystagmus has been used to determine the vestibular

damage of animal and to estimate the degree of central

compensation. But, the method using horizontal

nystagmus only reflects the function of lateral

semicircular canal and has limitation in representing

dynamic vestibular deficit.[11] Other tests in animal

model, such as head-tilt degree, resting posture,

circling, running were introduced.[2] Although these

means are useful in animal study, all methods are

applied at situation with four limbs on the ground,[2] so

they have some limitation to estimate the vestibular

system primarily because the effect of somatosensory

input cannot be excluded. And as previously

mentioned, the compensation of static vestibular

deficits are not consistent with that of dynamic

deficits, so the complete compensation of static

deficits does not mean the compensation of dynamic
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vestibular deficits. We considered that vestibular system

could be effectively evaluated by THT because

somatosensation may fall into disorder due to the loss of

ground, and furthermore, visual sensation can be in

confusion by blocking visual information. Furthermore,

THT can be applied to other kinds of rodent with the

proper length of tail, including rat, if the experiment

stand is somewhat modified to stand the weight of

animal and image processing program is revised

considering the color of animal and the contrast between

animal and background. The second advantage is that

brief time required for test. In our study, testing duration

is only 20 seconds. It is much shorter than the recording

times of other representative methods such as circling,

which needs recording time of about one hour,[12] and so

THT may be a timesaving experiment method. By

allowing the animal to have interval time enough for

resting, repeated test is possible. In our study, three serial

tests were performed within 40~50 minutes although

mouse was allowed to have two resting periods of 30

minutes. Third, THT has a cost-effective merit. Test

equipment, programming and result interpretation cost is

relatively low. Above all things, the change of vestibular

function can be easily understood by identifying the

numerical change of parameters.

Behavior is an important parameter in several

neuroscience studies. It is central to studies of

neurobehavioral genetics, and brain function, and the

number of behavioral studies is vast. Assessment of

locomotor behavior is especially crucial in neuro and

psychopharmacology. Automated recording system is

more reliable and accurate method in behavior study.

Several automated systems for laboratory use have

been developed to quantify rodent locomotor behavior,

which was based on photo beams[13,14], infrared[15] or

ultrasonic[16] motion sensors, sensors detecting of

mechanical vibration[17] ,mechanical devices with joy

stick connected to neck collar[18] and video-based

tracking systems.[19-22] Automated methods for

recording locomotor behavior in rodents based on

photo beams likewise suffer from having poor

resolution in time and space. Tracking an animal is

more precise, and requires a system with high

resolution. The principles of video-tracking analysis

are often based on image-subtraction algorithms[23,24],

grayscale threshold[20,24], or color.[24] The use of an

image-subtraction algorithm is more advantageous in

this study because the color of mouse is almost black,

so if the background is white, certain degree of

contrast between the moving object and the tracking

background always exists. In the presented study, we
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chose to use a tracking algorithm based on image-

subtraction techniques. With high contrast between the

mouse and the background, a simple threshold in

brightness value can be estimated that separates the

animal from its background. However, this is not

possible if the contrast is low if the color of the animal

is close to that of the testing environment. However, if

a reference frame containing only the background,

without the animal, is available, it is possible to use the

threshold technique with a slight modification. We

have developed inexpensive software for quantifying

the parameter of mouse THT. 

Authors tried to quantify the values of several

numerical parameters and to select the parameters

useful to confirm the vestibular damage or to predict

the degree of vestibular compensation. Angle between

body and tail was supposed to show the lowest value

in 24 hours period than angles in other groups, and as

more vestibular system is compensated, the value of

angle is expected to increase. MA tended to increase as

time elapses after unilateral labyrinthectomty, and the

value of control group was higher than those of study

group. The MA of three postoperative periods and

control group ranged with the equal variance and the

differences among these groups were statistically

significant. It suggested that lower value of MA means

the prominent vestibular damage of study group

compared to the state of control and within study

groups. We could estimate the extent of vestibular

damage. So, MA could be not only the parameter to

determine damaged or normal but also the indicator to

reflect how much the vestibular system has been

compensated.

MACV is the change of angle between two serial

frames (1/30 second @ 1 frame). When mouse with

unilateral vestibular damage was fixed by tail at the

experiment stand, mouse started to rotate mostly with

latency, which is within 1 second. Considering the

spinning of mouse after latency, MACV could be

regarded as acceleration. With hypothesis that angle

changes faster in the mouse with more acute vestibular

damage, we compare the results of MACV among four

groups. All data were distributed equally and the

results of study group differ from those of control

group significantly. But, there was no statistically

significant difference among three periods of study

group. We thought that MACV may be the parameter

to discriminate the damaged vestibular system from

normal vestibular system.

MSW is defined as the width expressed as a unit of

pixels (1cm @ 30 pixels) between the snout’s

coordinates (SC) of the far right and left sides and MSW

means the maximum diameter of circle made by turning

snout. The faster mouse rotates, the larger scale of the

value of spin width is assumed to appear. The data of

three periods within study group were distributed

equally except the result of control group and the

difference within study group was statistically

significant. The results of control group didn’t show

normal distribution because unexpected movement of

mouse such as lateral bending or twisting might result in

extremely high value out of distribution. Our result

implies that MSW can be used as parameter for

vestibular compensation within study group. If the

mentioned unexpected motion of normal mouse is

excluded from the recording in future, MSW can be

utilized as the parameter about damaged or normal

system. 

Total spinning width is defined as the sum of spin width

during total 20 seconds. The difference of results was not

significant between study and control group, and within

study group. It is predicted results because mouse

doesn’t rotate during full recording time. Mouse usually

showed a crescendo-decrescendo tendency during

rotation and latent period before rotating; for example,

mouse in 24 hours period rotates faster with making

larger circle, but the exact rotation time of total recording

period could be shorter than that of other groups. In such

case, total spin width of acutely damaged state could be

shorter than the results of compensated state and control

group, less likely.

MSV is the value of pixels between the coordinates of

moving snout from two serial frames. MSV is the mean

value of these results during total 20 seconds. The results

within study group didn’t show the equal variance and

there was no statistically significant difference among

the results of three different periods. The data of control

group showed the equal variance and there was

statistically significant difference between the results of

study and control group. It is suggested that MSV could

be the parameter indicating the definite vestibular

damage such as MACV. 
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Conclusions

We believe that THT will be utilized as valuable

experimental method for the animal study about

vestibular system. In THT, MA, MACV and MSV can

be utilized as useful indicator to judge the significant

dynamic vestibular deficiency in mouse model with

unilateral vestibular dysfunction. Furthermore, MA

and MSW can be important indicators to reflect the

vestibular compensation depending on elapsed time

after the damage to the vestibular system.
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